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TVPaint Animation is the new Must-Have 
Tool  for the Creative Motion Arts

TVPaint  Animation offers  powerful  tools  arranged  in  a  highly-
customizable interface for artists involved in storyboards, penciling, inking, painting, 
speech synchronization and special effects! Armed with a robust and efficient editing 
and playback engine for bitmap sequences, TVPaint Animation can tackle animation 
projects destined for HDTV, Film and the Web.

Artists who work with paperless digital animation, traditional hand-drawn animation, 
stop motion, or new and experimental mediums can explore new ideas with TVPaint 
Animation's  vast  array  of  compositing  tools  for  colour  keying  and  correction,  
stabilization and tracking, multiplane camera setups and much, much more!

TVPaint animation contains :

1. Interactive Workspace and rotative drawing disk
2. Main panel provides all standard brush, masking, and fill tools
3. Color Controls and Mixers, similar to an artist’s palette
4. Fully configurable and customizable natural-media brushes
5. Layer control (Instances and exposures)
6. Digital Light Table, for in-betweening
7. TVPaint Animation FX Stack, including blurs, particles, lights and keying
8. Notes and soundtracks area.
9. And so much more !

Use our Add-on :
The Creation Pack !

Designed  by  artists,  this  package  includes  tons  of 
powerful  tools  to  take full  advantage  of  the  TVPaint 
technology!

Powerful, Versatile 2D Painting

Paint  and draw with  TVPaint  Animation  to obtain the 
look of  traditional  media with  the  vastly  customizable 
Pen,  Pencil,  Airbrush,  Oilbrush  and  Wetbrush  tools. 
TVPaint  Animation  takes  advantage  of  your  tablet's 
subpixel resolution to allow you to paint while zoomed 
out  without  significantly  impacting your accuracy.  You 
can achieve  a striking  results  with  the  wide array  of 
animatable  brushes,  filters,  and  effects  tools  that 
TVPaint  Animation  offers.  Once  you  experience  the 
speed and versatility of TVPaint Animation, you'll never 
go back!

My Dog Tulip © Paul Fierlinger © D.T. Nethery

Natural Media Tools

TVPaint Animation is the kind of software that tailors 
itself to your particular workflow and temperament. It 
pro-vides the tools that allow you to reflect an organic, 
real-world craft, or to creatively reflect towards a 
modernity of your own.” 

Paul Fierlinger

« Such results can't be done 
with a vector based technology.
With vectors, the line breaks, 
doesn't feel natural :
the edges would be sharp and 
not soft...

... Fortunately, this can never 
happen with TVPaint Animation!
With TVPaint Animation, 
(everything) is hand drawn! »

Ariel Belinco
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It’s  the  Fast,  Powerful  and  Complete 
Animation tool for today’s digital artist.
TVPaint  Animation's  tools  can  be 
customized to closely simulate traditional 
mediums  such  as  chalk,  charcoal,  oil 
paint  and  watercolours.  A  toolkit 
containing many natural media paint and 
drawing  presets  is  provided  to  get  you 
started!

Produce  charcoal  lines  rendered  on 
rough  sketch  paper  or  soft  pencil  lines 
combined with tightly woven color pencil 
shadings  or  wet  magic  marker  upon  a 
white,  ceramic  tile,  or  oil  paintings  on 
canvas!  Just  because it's  digital  doesn't 

mean  it  HAS 
to look digital!

TVPaint  Animation's  robust  and  efficient 
painting  engine  greatly  reduces  the  lag 
that's  commonly  experienced  with  digital 
painting  programs.  Make  full  use of  your 
Wacom® tablet  by  mapping  tilt,  pressure 
and  twist(twist  requires  6D  Art  Pen)  to 
separate  brush  attributes.  With  various 
painting modes and custom paper textures, 
you can reproduce almost any style, create 
a new style, and animate it!

Resolution independence and broad file 
format  support  allow  you  to  meet  any 
need.  Easily  zoom out for  an overview, 
and  back  in  to  sub  pixel  depth.  Import 
reference  imagery  of  any  kind  with  the 
same ease.

A  powerful  array  of  image  processing 
tools is at your disposal too. Selectively 
modify color attributes, add relief to your 
creations, and create seamless textures. 
Add depth of field or lighting effects and 
much  more  with  ease.  Use  TVPaint 
Animation's  unlimited  32bit  layers  to 
massage  independent  elements 
separately  for  as  long  as  you  like,  or 
merge  them  in  diverse  ways.

TVPaint  Animation paint  strokes can be 
applied  in  any  manner  from  flat  filled 
areas to semi-transparent brush strokes, 
and  made  to  be  indistinguishable  from 
traditional watercolor, gouache, pencil or 
oil paint.

Since  TVPaint  Animation 
is bitmap-based, you can 
freely  sketch  and  paint 
the  frames  of  your 
animation  without  having 
to  adjust  vector  curve 
handles.  You  can  work 
with a light-table that can 
be  toggled  for  multiple 
individual  layers  or 
"bookmark"  your 
keyframes  so  you  can 
quickly flip through them.

© Mark Chong

  « Homo Eco »     ©Lawson & Whatisname

Don’t endure clumsy 
painting tools another 
minute. Don’t settle for 
lifeless vector coloring 
and boring gradients. 
Don’t open another 
application to tweak 

color, and yet another 
to add lighting and 

effects.

    L'épée et le pinceau  © Jean-Jacques Chen



TVPaint  Animation  is  a  powerful,  real-time  2D  animation  and  effects  system  that 
fundamentally changes the economics of doing 2D production. Combining leading-edge 
drawing,  paint,  animation,  video,  and  effects  toolkits  into  a  single  environment,  it 
provides a unified system able to create any kind or style of animation. Everything an 
animator can do in a physical studio can be done digitally in TVPaint Animation – from 
the first storyboards right through to the final inking and painting. TVPaint Animation 
enables individual animators to do cel,  manga, stop-motion,  rotoscoping,  and every 
other kind of creative 2D animation they can imagine – focusing on creation, rather than 
just scanning and manipulation.

TVPaint Animation's real-time animation toolkit 
includes  a  complete  suite  of  timeline, 
keyframing,  and  digital  light  table  tools  that 
speed animation,  character  development,  and 
tweening.  TVPaint  Animation's  instances  and 
exposures  animation  engine  allows  efficient 
animation  of  everything  from  simple  brush 
stroke animations to mask rotoscoping. Easily 
keyframe text on stone or wood surfaces, hand-
animate  the  elegant  brush-strokes  of  Asian 
calligraphy on handmade paper,  the smear of 
lipstick  on  a  mirror,  or  chalk  drawings  on  a 
chalkboard or the back of a denim jacket.

Since  all  special  effects  are  also  fully 
keyframable, it’s simple to animate the splay of 
a volumetric light across a backdrop, the sweep 
of a colored gradient brush, or even a stream of 
particle steam coming from an engine. This can 
easily  combined  with  layers  of  2D  cel 
animation, imported video, or even stop-motion 
data  capture  straight  into  TVPaint  Animation 
through a camera.

Unlimited Real-timeLayers

TVPaint Animation's layer-based interface is designed 
for animation and motion graphics production on an 
unlimited number of layers. Almost every parameter of 
every element on a layer can be animated for 
maximum versatility. You can even have your outlines 
inks and shadows on separate layers !
TVPaint Animation's timeline based layers and 
reference audio track make animation timing easy! 
Thanks to TVPaint Animation's architecture, projects 
can be played back instantly. Never Render - Just 
Push Play.

Creative freedom from start to finish... 
Don’t stop the flow

2D Cell Animation

2D cell animation artists will love TVPaint Animation’s  
exten-sive features for fast and accurate ink and paint 
production. Powerful natural media tools provide 
intuitive point of entry for all artists. TVPaint 
Animation’s Anim-brushes allow artists to create 
reusable elements like walk cycles and mouth 
movements and re-apply them whenever necessary. 
Save them to a bin for future use! Our dynamic light 
table allows animators to see previous and future 
frames for creating hand drawn animation and 
rotoscoping.

Complete Animation System

TVPaint Animation's powerful keyframing system, 
combined with motion paths, stroke recorder, and pixel 
tracking make it the ideal tool for both video 
professionals and for 2D animators seeking to do 
hand-drawn animation.
Using the keyframer, artists can animate any brush or 
layer element -changing heading, pitch, bank or Z 
position over time.
The Multiplane camera and spline management will  
allow you to add more depth to your Panings and 
Zooms !

In TVPaint Animation, any brush, element, or frame parameter can easily be animated. 
Powerful tools such as AutoPaint also allow animators to “record” strokes with a digital 
pen, and play them back. TVPaint Animation's powerful digital light table allows visual 
frame-by-frame  visual  access  for  quick,  effective  inbetweening  when  producing  cel 
animation.
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A sample of Rotoscoping Process :



Pencil Test & Cleanup
Pencil  tests  can  be  drawn  directly  into 
TVPaint  Animation,  and quickly cleaned 
up in a superior layer. This eliminates the 
need for 3+ sheets of paper traditionally 
required per cel,  and also the laborious 
process  of  sketching,  re-sketching,  and 
approval.  All  changes  can  be  made 
directly  and  digitally  to  the  original 
sketch. Using TVPaint Animation, digital 
pencil tests are also far less murky and 
discolored  than  traditional  pencil  tests, 
and  can  involve  an  infinite  number  of 
layers.  A  range  of  unique  smudge, 
smear,  and  chalk  tools  ensures  true 
digital equivalents to physical media, and 
TVPaint  Animation's  Digital  Light  Table 
allows pre and post-frames to be viewed 
at  a  user-adjustable  level  of 
transparency.  

Layering & Compositing
TVPaint  Animation's  infinite  animatable 
layers are really  digital  cels  (acetates)  – 
infinitely  manipulable,  scalable,  and 
changeable.  Since  layers  in  TVPaint 
Animation  function  as  transparent  cells, 
any part of a layer or frame not containing 
ink/paint/lines/video/graphics  is  by 
definition transparent, so it’s easy to see 
through  to  other  layers.  This  highly 
intuitive  “built-in  alpha  channel”  greatly 
simplifies animation, and allows powerful 
interaction  between  layers.  Artists  can 
work on one layer, while “seeing through” 
to  another  –  invaluable  for  time-
consuming  tasks  such  as  clean  up  and 
rotoscoping. Layouts are far easier when 
using TVPaint Animation, since cell-depth 
is not an issue – you can digitally “shoot” 
on  as  may  layers  as  you  like,  with  no 
worries of darkening backgrounds. Infinite 
layers also  make it  simple  to  cel-over  a 
background plate  –  be it  hand-drawn,  a 
held photo, or video.

Special Effects
TVPaint  Animation’s  powerful  special 
effects engine makes it simple to add 
animated  blurs  and  filters,  eye-
grabbing lighting and particle effects – 
or  even  stabilize  scans  and  modify 
video input.

Output
Finalizing  production  in  TVPaint 
Animation  doesn’t  require  rendering. 
Since working in TVPaint Animation is 
completely WYSYWIG – so animators 
are looking at the finished product at 
all  times.  TVPaint  Animation  can 
import  and  export  almost  any  file 
format, and provides powerful controls 
for  real-time  broadcast-quality  output 
through many different output cards.

Ink and Paint
TVPaint Animation's powerful ink and paint 
tools  completely  eliminate  the  need  for 
physical materials, and allow animators to 
ink their pencil  drawings in another layer, 
directly on top of  the existing pencil  test. 
TVPaint  Animation's  Sketch  Panel,  pen, 
airbrush, oil brush, and wet brush provide 
natural-media control – and allow including 
interactive  opacity  and  smoothing 
adjustment.  Completely  customizable 
brushes provide a vast range of controls, 
including warp, smears-and-smudges, etc.

TVPaint  Animation's  palette  of  over  16 
million  colors,  combined  with  powerful 
healing/filling tools and the ability to load 
and  save  palettes  greatly  enhances  and 
accelerates the workflow. Palettes can be 
computed from any image format.

Digital Storyboarding
TVPaint  Animation allows Animators 
to  storyboard  in  full  resolution,  with 
no materials cost. Thanks to the new 
TVPaint Animation's Exposure Sheet, 
animators  have  complete  control 
over  timing.  Re-Sequencing  an 
animation is trivial,  as are adjusting 
transitions – and animation's timing.

In practice, this allows studios to blur 
the  lines  between  storyboards, 
animatics, and leica reels – TVPaint 
Animation  supports  multiple 
soundtracks,  pencil  tests,  or 
whichever level of final animation has 
been  completed.  Storyboards  can 
also be complemented with imported 
video,  or  scanned-in  drawings  and 
photos  –  TVPaint  Animation  has  a 
complete  suite  of  field  guide  and 
stabilization  controls  for  scanned-in 
imagery.  The results of this process 
can be easily exported for dailies.

The TVPaint Animation Workflow



TVPaint  Animation  incorporates  a 
complete special effects system, including 
a vast  number of fully animatable visual 
effects,  such  as  Particles,  Lens  Flare, 
Volumetric Lighting, Plasma Effects, and 
2D Lighting. 

TVPaint  Animation‘s  animatable  lattice 
tool allows artists to deform and animate 
images  in  3D.  TVPaint  Animation  also 
includes an extensive library of blur filters, 
including  Motion  Blur,  Gaussian  Blur, 
Radial  Blur,  and  Chroma  blur.  A  wide 
library of image processing plugins allows 
users to modify existing images and video 
streams,  witheffects  such  as  Mirror, 
Clone,  Mo-saic,  Solarize,  Bevel, 
Convolution, Waves, etc.

The possibility to keep the source layers 
allows to work non-destructively !

Using the TVPaint Animation SDK, Animation studios can also create powerful plugins 
that  automate  and  extend  the  TVPaint  Animation  environment.  Anything  from 
customized effects through entirely new toolkits can be designed and integrated directly 
into the TVPaint Animation interface.

TVPaint  Animation's  powerful  scripting 
language  is  a  powerful  platform  for 
automating  almost  any  function  inside 
TVPaint Animation. Animators and Technical 
Directors can easily use to customize their 
workspace, create custom looks and effects, 
or  create  macros  that  automate  repetitive 
tasks.  Studios  often  use  it  to  integrate 
TVPaint  Animation  into  existing  production 
pipelines,  and  customize  the  animation 
process  to  fit  the  needs  of  particular 
productions or animators.

TVPaint Animation contains a wide range of powerful effects, including blurs, 
shears, glows, and transitions, as well as a complete broadcast toolkit. Any effect – or 
combination of effects - can be combined, mixed, turned into presets, and shared with 
other  users.  Rather  than  a  complicated  “operator  graph”,  TVPaint  Animation  uses  a 
simple-to-learn FX “Stack”, that makes it easy to combine, mix, and re-order, and preview 
effects.

For Broadcast, Film and Video 
Post-Production

Integrated Particle System

TVPaint  Animation’s  integrated  particle  system  is  a 
powerful way to add sprite based particles and effects 
to  any  project.  Video  producers  can  easily  attach 
particle emitters to pixel track data or motion paths for 
amazing results. Animators can create dynamic effects 
with smoke trails, pyrotechnics, flowing water, lava and 
much more! Our particle system features alpha channel 
collision  detection  too!  Particles  will  bounce  off  and 
interact with other 2D elements in the project.

Volumetric Lighting
Volumetric Lighting uses the image itself to shape and 
color the illumination in the effect. The image’s colors 
and opacity can variously filter, tint, or mask the rays 
emanating from the filter’s virtual light source. TVPaint 
Animation’s  lighting  effects  can be  saved with  alpha 
channel for inclusion in 3D scenes – you’ll never have 
to wait for 3D volumetrics to render again!  TVPaint 
Animation’s Volumetric Lighting is fully interactive and 
animatable.  

FX Stack
The new FX Stack in TVPaint Animation is the ultimate 
tool  for  those who create  using  multi-effects.  Effects 
can be added to the stack in any order you like. There 
is a realtime preview that shows what you get, before 
you commit. You can reorder the effects into different 
positions in the stack for endless effect possibilities. All 
the  parameters  for  each  effect  are  available  in  the 
stack. You can even save FX Stack settings to bins for 
later use or to share with your colleagues.

TVPaint Animation also works in perfect 
harmony with all the editing and compositing 
pack-ages and imports and exports over 25 
standard industry file formats.

It also manage 20 blendings modes like any 
common photo retouch software.

© Donc voilà Joris Clerté © Donc voilà Joris Clerté
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Create Stylish 
Broadcast Elements

Attention-grabbing  lower  thirds, 
ethereal  glows,  brilliant  streaks, 
beautiful  animated  shadows, 
animated text,  and  much more take 
only  seconds  in  TVPaint  Animation. 
Freely mix these elements with other 
media – including video, 3D renders, 
and  even  scanned  artwork.  TVPaint 
Animation's pixel-accurate Real-Time 
32-bit  (RGBA) video paint  system is 
an  unbeatable  way  to  adjust  and 
blend video sequences on the fly.

Add Powerful 
Character Generation

TVPaint  Animation's  powerful 
character  generator  supports  all  the 
fonts  already  resident  on  your 
system.  Text  is  easy  to  keyframe – 
and  can  be  easily  transferred  into 
brushes,  re-used,  modified,  and 
shared with other users. Complement 
text  animations  with  eye-catching 
volumetric  lights,  and  highly-realistic 
animatable particles

moving  elements  in  video  sequences, 
and use the resulting path data to apply 
brush  animations  or  animated  effects. 
Motion Tracked paths can also easily be 
exported  to  3D  software,  such  as 
Newtek Lightwave®.

Make it All Legal

TVPaint  Animation  integrates 
comprehensive  color  correction  tools, 
including Brightness, Contrast, Gamma, 
Saturation,  LUT tables,  Black  & White 
converter  and  Histogram  for  level 
adjustment.

Color  region-independent  color  channel 
control,  including Temperature,  Magenta, 
Red,  Green,  Blue,  Alpha,  Luminosity). 
Advanced  spill  and  color-suppression 
controls and a fully-editable Color Lookup 
Tables  (LUT)  allow  users  to  precisely 
define how film and video sequences are 
translated  on-screen,  and  ensure 
broadcast-legal color.

Output Render-Free

Thanks  to  it’s  real-time  architecture, 
TVPaint  Animation  supports  real-time 
broadcast  output  at  any  resolution  - 
through  a  wide  variety  of  standard 
industry  hardware.  There’s  no  need  to 
render,  in  any  case!  TVPaint  Animation 
can  also -  quickly  and  easily  save your 
work  out  to  any  major  file  format  – 
including QuickTime®, AVI, and TIFF.

Combining real-time video paint, a powerful animation, and industry-leading effects tools into a 
single product, TVPaint Animation centralizes the workflow for broadcast creation. Able to handle 
projects  of  any resolution,  including  HDTV and  Film,  TVPaint  Animation  provides  a  powerful 
alternative to expensive proprietary solutions and complex software workflows.

Track and Adjust Anything

High quality color-independent chroma- 
and luma-keying allow video imagery to 
easily  be  worked  into  broadcast 
productions,  and  stencil  layers  and 
rotoscoping tools allow quick creation of 
animated  masks.  A  powerful  2-point 
motion  and  image  stabilization  helps 
remove  any  unwanted  motion  from 
video.  TVPaint  Animation's  advanced 
(sub)pixel tracking allows users to  track 
individual 

TVPaint Animation's comprehensive 
toolset brings it all together in one 
package.

© Donc voilà Joris Clerté  © Pub Badoit – Raymond Gourrier



Real-Time Paint 
·  Real-Time Paint on 16bit color depth, up to 32bits per layer. 

·  Sub-pixel accuracy ensures smooth line drawing regardless of brush speed. 

·  Paint modes include Color, Erase, Merge, Light, Shade, Behind, Clone, Colorize, Tint, Smooth, Noise, Grain, Negative, 
Sharp, Emboss, Add, Sub, Multiply, Screen, Solarize, Saturate and Unsaturate. 

·  Paint on specific channels: Red, Green, Blue or Alpha. 

·  Drawing tools

   ·  Natural media simulation tool types including Pen, Pencil, Airbrush, Oilbrush and Wetbrush. 

   ·  Wide Variety of brush tools including Warp, Smears-and-Smudges (impressionist effect), etc. 

   ·  Wide array of settings for customizing each brush, and control over brush attributes such as aspect, angle, ratio, drying.

   ·  Create static or animated brushes for painting or keyframing moving over sequence with Cut Brush tool using rectangle, 
polygons, freehand shapes andmagic wand. 

   ·  Custom brush tool allows painting with cut out images or sequences, including animatable parameters such as Loop, 
Ping-pong, Pressure, Direction, Speed and Random. 

   ·  Full array of painting shapes includes: dot, freehand, line, ellipse, rectangle and spline. 

   ·  Tool bins for all drawing tools - including custom brushes and animated brushes - allow for easy access to commonly 
used elements easing the workflow. 

   ·  Tool attributes connection to variables such as: speed, fade, random, direction, orientation, pressure, azimuth, altitude 
and finger wheel. 

   ·  Exclusive drying attribute to control tool’s behavior when you pass over an existing stroke made with the same tool in a 
previous brush stroke. 

·  Filling tools

   ·  Interactive flood fill (real time feedback), including opacity and smoothing controls.

   ·  Dithering Tool (unlimited number of gradients). 

   ·  Direction-length vector allows control over gradient length and direction. 

   ·  Gradient alpha controls.

·  User-defined Grids and Guides for positioning brushesand layers. 

·  Paper textures from any image may be applied to the canvas. 

Animated Video Paint 
·  Instant animation of an unlimited number of video layers. 

·  Pressure sensitive brushes, shapes and text creation for motion graphics. 

·  Video device engine allows frame capture for stop-motion animations and frame storage. 

·  Incremental proxy preview - frames are cached and saved; only modified frames are re-rendered. 

·  All elements are keyframable, including effects.

·  KeyFrame controls including: Next Key, Previous Key, Create Key, Delete Key and Auto Create Key.

·  Anti-Aliasing Controls. 

·  Multiple Undo and Redo (user configurable). 

·  User-configurable Safe Area and Field Chart. 

Project Controls 
·  Resolution-independent projects (over 6K x 6K). 

·  Full aspect control, including 16:9 and anamorphic (real WYSIWYG display).

·  WAV/MP3 file audio support with real-time scrubbing in the preview for lip sync and graphic tuning. 

·  Progressive and Interlaced scan support. 

·  Convert project resolutions, frame rates, fielding, aspect and orientation from PAL to HD and higher. 

·  Remote control panel allows timeline scrubbing and selected region playback. 

Layering
·  Timeline-based editing environment. 

·  Unlimited number of 32bit-layers (video or still), with real-time alpha channel compositing. 

·  Real-Time layering, element timing, and opacity adjustment. 

·  Independent Layer display/hide. 

·  Copy, Cut and Paste frames as well as insert, duplicate or reverse frames in layer for frame editing. 

·  Light table support for viewing previous or future frames in level of transparency. 

·  Animated loop modes for layers: Once, Repeat, Ping-pong and Hold last frames.

·  Adjust layer duration using time stretching (with or without interpolation), repeat modes (Loop, Ping-pong or Hold Last) 
and cut frames. 

·  Use layers as stencils for creating masks and animated masks.

·  Multiple-layer selection for moving, stretching, merging or deleting. 

·  Timeline display with Field, Frame or Time-Code formats. 

·  Interactive timeline zoom.

·  AutoFit timeline to project, selection, keys, layer, image or sound. 

·  Display button in the layer panel lets you preview a single layer instantly by hiding all other layers. 

·  Color coding of layers for quick searching

The Creation Pack
·  The TVPaint Animation Creation Pack contains more than 4Gb of data including: 

·  1500 presets of brushes sorted by categories:

       Nature : leaves, vegetation, clouds, snowflakes, ...

       Drawing Tools : blending oilbrush, scanned watercolor, ...

       Textured tools : lines, dots, blurred shapes, ...

       Warp and Shift Brushes with a wide range of power settings, ...

       Miscellaneous : musical notes, footmarks, jigsaw puzzle, ...

·  The Canon plug-in v2.0 (only available on PC) that allows you to grab hi-def pictures with your Canon camera to create 
HD stop motion animations! 

·  50 terrific George Scripts : electric arc, paper generator, fractals, clocks, buttons, lightning bolts, arrows, stars, etc ... 

·  600 original kinds of paper including : manga textures, fiber paper, papyrus, parchment, cardboard, kraft paper, etc ... and 
several seamless textures. 

·  Several FX Stack presets to use the convolution FX at its best. 

·  50 new mixers and color bins. 

·  A wide selection of 60 sounds in Wav and Mp3 formats especially created for your animations : traffic jam, forest, and 
several cartoon-related sounds, etc ...  

Color
·  Color sliders working in RGB and HSL with instant preview on each slider. 

·  6 color pickers: Hue, Luminosity, Saturation, Red, Green and Blue. ·  Create your own color with the color mixer, by mixing the 
current color with existing color. Mixer presets built-in. Store any user-defined mixers. 

·  Color bin lets you create indexed color palette from 1 to 1024 colors that can be used to export indexed files. Palette presets 
build-in. Store any user-defined palette. 

·  Fully editable Color Lookup Tables (LUT) to define how images are translated on screen. 

·  Import or compute palette based on image from any file format.

·  Spread feature generates a continuous range of colors between any two colors in the palette. 

Scripting & Plug-ins 
·  Powerful integrated scripting language (George) allows loops, conditional tests, calculations, arrays and recursive procedures. 

·  Over 40 built-in demo scripts, including inline documentation.

·  Full C-based Software Development Kit, for custom brush, filter, and other effect creation. 

Stroke Recorder 
·  Animate handwriting or painting over sequences. 

·  Record all pointer information such as Pressure, Azimuth, Altitude and Finger Wheel. 

·  Real-Time preview in the project window (if animated) by scrubbing the project. 

·  Apply modes: Normal, Last, Size and All.

Keying & Color Correction 
·  High-quality color-independent chroma-keying. 

·  Luminosity-based and Difference keying. 

·  Comprehensive color correction tools, including Brightness, Contrast, Gamma, Saturation, LUT tables, Black & White 
converter and Histogram for level adjustment. 

·  Color region-independent color channel control, including Temperature, Magenta, Red, Green, Blue, Alpha, Luminosity). 

·  Color Replacer allows you to changes the color of your elements over time.

Effects
·  Ease curve for FX – Ease-in/Ease-out time warp control for effects.

·  Extensive library of image processing plug-in effects such as Mirror, Cloning, Mosaic, Negative, Noise, Posterize, Solarize, 
Bevel, Bloom, Convolution, Erode, Glow, Grain, Print look, Drop shadow, Speed, Star Field Generator, Tornado and Waves.

·  Wide variety of Effects generators, including Particles, Lens Flare, Volumetric, Plasma Effects, Perlin Noise (stochastic 
patterns), Lighting, and Half-Tone. 

·  RotoTracker™ FX – Rotospline tracking system for tracking elements across a frame sequence.

·  Wrapping Grid.

·  Kaleidoscope.

·  Filters can be applied to layers or regions of layers over time using selection and stencil. 

·  Transition filter lets you apply Fades, Page Turns, Slides, Rotations, Blocks and standard wipes. 

·  Displacement and bump mapping effects. 

·  Extensive library of blur filters, including Chroma Blur, Center Blur (Camera Zoom/Pullout), Cubic Blur, Directional Blur (Motion 
Blur), Gaussian Blur, Radial Blur (simulated camera bank).

·  Time Code Generator.

·  Background generator and Waveform monitor. 

·  FX Stack control for powerful effects combination and preset manipulation and previewing.

Format Support 
·  Support for all standard industry formats including Microsoft AVI, DEEP, Apple QuickTime®, AutoDesk FLI and FLC, 
CompuServe GIF, NewTek FLYER CLIP and RTV, BMP, Kodak CINEON, ILBM, JPEG, PCX, PNG, SGI, SOFTIMAGE, SUN, 
TGA, TIFF, and Quantel VPB. 

·  TWAIN with Auto-Feed Scanner support.

·  AVI DV, OpenDML, NTSC 480 RTV™ and DPS Reality file support. file support.

·  5 different available alpha modes (Import and Export) such as Pre-Multiply and Non Pre-Multiply for better software 
connectivity.

External Devices 
·  Enhanced Print utilities for printing stills or an animation storyboard from a sequence. 

·  Tablet support: all pressure sensitive tablets including pressure, tilt, angle, pen altitude, azimuth, finger wheel and ToolsID 
from Wacom Intuos tablets. 

·  Twain devices support for Scanners and Digital Cameras. 

·  NTSC and PAL broadcast monitor display is supported on Leitch Reality/VelocityQ,  BlueFish HD|Lust, Fury, Iridium and 
WildBlue|AV, Matrox DigiSuite Full, LE, LX and DTV, OHCI DV cards, NewTek VideoToaster and all standard QuickTime® output 
cards (Apple® OS/X®).

·  Key projects on top of video with select video cards. 

·  Capture frames directly with DirectShow devices (Digital Camera, WebCam, DV Camera, etc.). 

·  Scalable Output preview on video monitor during paint sessions and playback, built-in keyer for use as a stand-alone video 
paint workstation. 

·  LightWave filter for painting on LW object unwrap maps.

This list is not exhaustive ! Go to TVPaint website to know more about the software ! 

 

 

System Requirements

Operating systems     :  

- Windows XP, Vista , 7
- Mac OS 10.5, 10.6, 10.7
- Linux Ubuntu, Fedora, RedHat, 
Debian.

Capabilities     :  

- Pentium IV, AMD Athlon or G5 
2Ghz minimum. 
- 512 MB+ RAM
- 10 GB+  Hard disk
- Secondary 80GB+ hard disk 
(optional,  but highly 
recommended)
- Wacom or Apitek Tablet www.tvpaint.com


